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ABSTRACT
The following rural sociological research needs were

identified: (1) acceptance of general sociological theory and
methodology for use in "Rural" research; (2) recognition of bench
marks and probable base lines in rural sociological research; (3)

collection of widely scatterer reports for examination and perhaps
respecification; (4) establishment of a systematic data base relevant
to modernization of conceptualizations of obsolescent connotations of
rurality; (5) development of a program of research into the realities
of contemporary life in nonmetropolitan population aggregations.
Belief that basic and applied research are not mutually exclusive was
emphasized to indicate the need applied research has for utilising
basic research in rural sociological study. Research areas identified
were: (1) residuals (urban population and demographic studies); (2)
marginality (process of social change producing alienation from the
mainstream); (3) quality of life (conditions of life plus means of
improvement); (4) manifest and latent functions (appraisal of intent,
content, and results of public policy and purposive programs at all
levels); (5) innovation and diffusion. Information linkage, requiring
clearinghouse function (activities, program, and research made
available to research designers), was seen as the desired goal.
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FORXWORD

Tuskegee Institute has had a long history of schol-
arly concern for the people and the soil of rural America.
This scholarly concern has been soupled with an equally
intense concern for service to the people who make up the
rural communities in Southeast United States. The found-
er of Tuskegie Institute first went among the people of
the surrounding community to assess their needs and hopes
and to devise instructional programs to serve those needs
and hopes. Few academic institutions in our nation, if
any. have interlaced more effectively than has Tuskegee
Institute the three major functions of higher education
institutions, i.e., instruction, research, and public
service.

Tuskegee Institute's success in working with the
land and its people has led to Tuskegee's selection as
the locale for a Rural Development Research Center to
serve the Southeast. This Center aims at promoting a co-
operative effort by the Land Grant Colleges and Universi-
ties in the Southeast to find solutions to the pressing
problems of rural development.

Dr. Lewis Wade Jones, Director of the Rural Develop-
ment Research Center, has played a prominent role in the
research and teaching efforts at Tuskegee Institute for a
quarter century. He is a rural sociologist trained at
Fisk University and Columbia University with a record of
unique accomplishments in his discipline. This paper
which follows is only the first of many which will come
out of the Rural Development Research Center.

John Chavis, Director
Division of Behavioral

Science Research
Tuskegee Institute
September, 1973
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Lewis 'Wade Jones was born in Cuero, Texas. He re-

ceived his A.3. from Fisk rniversity, and his M.A. and

Ph. 0 from Columbia University. He has taught at Fisk

T:niversity, and Colorado College, Colorado Springs. He

is presently professor of Rural Sociology at Tuskegee

Institute..

').r. Jones is the author of various articles and of a

book, lold :Rebellion: The South's
Yacc;Ibbon and Kee, 1942)
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INTRODUCTION

I approach this discussion with some confidence be-
cause I do not rely on my observations alone, nor do I
have to project my judgment without critical appraisal.
In the past six weeks it has been my good fortune to
study paters, prepared by responsible scholars that bear
on the subject. While I may not Quote these authors, I
draw upon them in making this presentation.

.3ince I am not a newcomer to the field of rural so-
ciological research, there is less risk of this paper
crashing through open doors. I hope to spare ynu bright-
eyed discoveries of the known or the re-invention of the
already used and well-worn. Some of my recent experi-
ences preclude a contemporary provincialism. Perhaps a
drawback may be that my approach savors of the conscious-
ness of how much less I know now than once I thought I
did and recognition in some of my younger colleagues of
such pristine assurance.

Rural sociological research needs include:

1. Acceptance of general sociological theory and
methodology for use in "Rural" research

2. Recognition of bench marks and probable base
lines in rural sociological research

3. Pulling together widely scattered reports for
examination and perhaps respecification
Fstablishment of a systematic data base relevant
to modernization of conceptualizations of obso-
lescent connotations of rurality

5. Development of a program of research into the
realities of contemporary life in non-metropol-
itan population aggregations - towns, villages,
communities

This paper was first presented at the Annual Meeting
of the Southern Regional Demographic Group in fall 1972.
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BENCE MARKS AND BASE LINES

I am suggesting several bench marks and base lines
to which you certainly may make additions: Twenty-five
leers ago my mentor; Edmund de S. Brunner, published a
small volume, The Growth of a Science: A Half - Century of

Rural Sociological Research in the United States. This
is the same Professor Brunner who, with J. H. Kolb, pre-
pared a report on Rural Social Trends (1933), followed by

1 nds Tension Y ars. in collaboration with
Irving forge 1937 Professor Brunner reported:

All told, up to 1956 more than 1000 known rural
social studies have appeared as separate publi-
cations. Well over 90 percent of these have
been reviewed by the present writer for the
purpose of surveying their total contributions
and describing methodological and theoretical
developments of the field. In addition all J.:-
sues of of Rural Sociology have been examined
carefully as have the smaller number of re-
search studies publiched as books; between 1500
and 1600 titles in all.

Some of Professor Brunner's conclusions about needs
have in some measure been met, especially those about
population research:

....it appears quite likely that the cumber of
studies in some of the areas of demography will
increase, since they illustrate interests and
problems arising from newer developments. It
also appears that while descriptive and trend
studies will continue, there is a tendency to
push toward more satisfying explorations of
some population phenomena, or least to develop

(
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hypotheses through relating more kinds of data
to population facts and using more refined sta-
tistical techniques.

Some apprehension was expressed in this volume
that has not been entirely allayed:

Does this attitude mean that rural sociology
will develop increasingly as an applied disci-
pline, a useful handmaiden on occasion for ac-
tion agencies, at other times a tolerated pen-
sioner, and at no time contributing to the ad-
vancement of sociology as such?

One problem of rural sociological research has
been the relative infrequency with which states
have attacked the same topic with identical or
similar study designs and techniques. This is
to some degree inevitable. Each state natural-
ly focuses on its own situation. and this va-

ries among states. The new regional commit-
tees, to which allusion was made earlier, will
help to remedy this situation and should result
in more joint planning and effort. But certain

problems and conditions of rural life are com-
mon to large numbers of states. A science is
built by replication - and replication in the

same areas of regular intervals to measure

trends. Moreover, some hypotheses with respect
to rural social life are geniunely testable
only on at least a regional basis.

Tr. the late 1930's i was responsible for the rural
descriptive material in a volume published in 1941 -

:,tatistical Atlas of Southern Counties. A tri-partite
classification identified each of 1104 counties:

Taken %)7f teelf, a particular claPsificatian
may not give an adequate understanding of a
county's underlying economic organs Cation, but

the three classifications in combination should
make it possible to appraise the extent to

OW)



which counties in each type share any feature
of culture that has been adequately investiga-
ted in any of the other counties conforming to
type. ?or this identification purpose, a com-
bination symbol consisting of three parts, each
part based on one of the previously defined
classifications, has been leveloped to desig,
nate county-types, and is recapitulated below
as follows:

Ma4or :roll Tyne

A. cotton
3. Crop-3peciality
3. Self-Sufficing
D. Grain-Livestock-Dairying
7. Vegetable-?ruit
:. Predominantly :ion-farm
K.

Crop Subtype
o. Unclassified
1. One Dominant Crop System
2. Dual System of Major Crops
3. Multiple Crop Systems

7rban-Industrial Type
1. Metropolitan City County
2. Small :'etropolis County
1. Small :ity County
1 large Town County

Cmall Town, Industrial County
3mall Town, :;on-Industrial County

Industrial County
9. Rural, :;on-Industrial County

An appendix ce.ves the rural classification and the
criteria on which it was based. This may have value in
studying social change by usin g! comparative data from
pour census enumerations made since this work was done.

:here are several basic works in rural sociological



research ':ion which contemnorary students might profit-
draw. Lutliel.:Lons of the United States by

':oward "du. i:11-), ::uman Factors in Cotton Culture
'Arne 1):7()) and by the same author Human

leD,rsphy of t".e Jo th 1.112). It may serve us well to
exhqme the reports, other than ilouthern Regions. of the
.!.-ztherr. '!ommittee of the Social Science Re-
searnll 70unci. There were done a series of reports in
the beg.inninge of the "agricultural adtlustment program"

the :tranklin ::oosevelt administration th response
to specifio orons - 'Cotton and the AA ", etc. For stu-
dents interested in establishing base lines, Southern Re-
--:cns and the Statistical atlas have strong bibliogra-
nnies and the latter lists unpublished county studies.

The current quickened interest in rural development
as it is politically motivated may be expected to stimu-
late activity labeled research. Practitioners of varied
zomeetencies may be called upon to undertake studies.
!'eaningfui work nn their part will depend upon the data
base they use. This data should include statistics in a
reg-ional data bank upon which individuals or research
team' an draw without the effort to develop data banks
at small institutions or even make the investment that
would be necessary to have a specialty bank at some large
institutions.

A well planned system of programming and retrieval
for rural area research would have to be predicated on an
explicit theoretical and conceptual framework. Aspects
of this framework are suggested by Kenneth '44.1kinson2. in
.":8 discussion of community development as positive but
nevertheless narrower than. the conceptualization of com-
lunitv change. :nstend of the field theory approach of
.?;ilkins,7tn and .::aufmani, there is that of Padfield who
takes the view that development must not only be concep-
tu:Lted in terms of dynamic proceseen of change but
:r te2ms of ntatle processes or equilibrium. Other con-



ceptualisation of social change impress us with the need

expressed in the report of the Study Group on an Insti-

tute for Applied Science and Social Change in Rural Area

for "conceptual coherence".

In addition to a bank providing a statistical data

base, research would be facilitated by the accumulation

of information about published and unpublished research

completed and on-going, and would offer the opportunity

for replication and adaptation of designs. The Study
Group just referred to concluded that there is a need for
"informational linkage"...."Nowhere, as far as the Study
Group could determine, does there exist an applied sci-

ence institution concerned with the entire spectrum of

of interlinked rural issues. In contrast, scores, per-

haps hundreds of organisations have responsibilities in
one or another area of rural life."

Much that the Study Group (see appendix for composi-
tion of Study Group) reported, particularly its focus on
Meta-Systems, has research implications. The information

-linkage requires a clearing house function whereby ac-

tivities - program and research - are made available to

those designing research.

RURAL nSEARCII AREAS

1. Residuals. In urban population research and demogra-
phic studies from an urban perspective the residual cate-
gory or categories are not slag heaps but with a proper

conceptual framework may be mined with profit for socio-

logical knowledge.

2. Marginality. Study of the process of social change

by which individuals, families, communities, and classes

of people become alienated from mainstream society with

explication of the several components of the process -

economic, social, cultural and psychological. Macro-

analysis supplemented with micro-analysis in a Durk-
heimian explanation of the particular aggregated into the
general.
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3. duality of Life. Statements on the problems of rural
living are incomplete if they fail to recognize the in-
terrelations between all aspects of rural life. Inves-
tigation of any topical area must include considerations
of these interrelations.

Social systems are undergoing rapid changes, and re-
search concerned with the quality of rural living
must be conducted in the midst of these changes.
Before research data are collected, the social sys-
tems should be defined for research purposes. The
definitions would help determine the kinds of data
that should be collected and how they should be ag-
gregated and analyzed.

Future research on the quality or rural living
should be concerned not only with conditions of life
but also with the means wherby undersirable condi-
tions can be improved. Too often in the past, in-
vestigators have collected data without adequately
considering how the data could be used for social
actions.4

There is research in process on The Quality of Life
in the Rural South; known as the S79 Project of the Co-
operative States Research Service, whose result may be
anticipated to open up further study.

L. Manifest and Latent Functions. What is happening in
non-metropolitan America as related to specification of
public policy and purposive programs at all levels of
operation of public policy and purposive programs at all
levels of operation with rigid appraisal of intent, con-
tent and results. Research appraisal would include focus
on "evaluation" claims of vested agency interests. To
quote Kwvleaky5:

We need to lend our assistance to evaluative re-
search of experimental educational programs aimed at
restricted targets or functions (whether or not we
agree with them) so we can objectively evaluate in-

001 J
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tended consequences and reveal unintended ones of
both + and - valance. Surely most so-called deli-
berate social experiments are rarely thoroughly
studied by mental observers.

5. Innovation and Diffusion. Taken together, Sociologi-
cal Perspectives of Domestic Develovment6 and Planning
fori=oiktion through Dissemination and Utilization of
Knowledge!, may make some contribution to research design
that will give a different dimension to rural studies.

CONCLUSION

There are evidences of the persistence of the appre-
hension expressed by Professor Brunner fifteen years ago
over rural sociology becoming increasingly an applied
discipline, a useful handmaiden for action agencies.
However, the question now is not if research may have the
handmaiden function but one of priorities in which re-
search related to applied concerns has great signifi-
cance. The outcome of multi - million dollar programa and

the meaningfulness of frenetic activity on the part of
the legion of planners and programmers will depend upon
the knowledge of what they are doing as provided by re-
search. There is ongoing serious discussion of this in
many circumstances of concern. The results of one of the
more recent expression of this concern are presented in
Research Apvlicatiom in Rural Economic Development and

2:1_Eignit.44

Basic research and applied research are not mutually
exclusive when our hardware has the degree of sophistica-
tion it has. In this brief statement I have attempted to
indicate software needs to utilise the hardware. There
may be expected increasing pressure for specified re-
search from clients on their demand. Organization to

supply these demands can be affected while at-the same
time educating clients in the kind of research that will
have the highest benefits for them ultimately. Underly-
ing all of this is the need for intellectual integrity
among researchers that justifies the indentification
"scientist".

00 1.4c
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ical Science, University of California at Irvine
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Brookings Institution
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